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SpearMC is the sole featured PeopleSoft vendor in 
the latest 2022 Gartner Market Guide for Oracle 
Professional Services. We invested heavily into 
PeopleSoft several years ago and went “all in” with 
our leading approach to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure.

READ MORE >

Gartner recognized. Oracle specialized.

https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3995097/market-guide-for-oracle-cloud-infrastructure-professiona
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Our Services

Oracle 
PeopleSoft

FSCM, HCM, 
ELM, CS

Managed 
Services

Oracle Cloud 
Hosting

Emerging 
Technology

Training

Analytics



The State of UPK



Oracle Guided Learning
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What is Oracle Guided Learning (OGL)

Real Time Faster time to 
productivity

Analytics

1 2 3
Real time guides that 
show users how to enter 
transactions that may be 
complex or rarely used in 
the system

Allows for training as you 
go.  Learn how to do 
things at the time rather 
than learning the just in 
case situations

Find out what guides are 
being used and what 
transactions users are 
needing guides to get 
through
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What is Oracle Guided Learning (OGL)

Oracle Guided Learning delivers immediate value 
throughout the entire life cycle and provides 
benefits that enable you to focus on your priorities

• Immediate productivity from day one

• Reduces adoption costs over software term

• Easily configured and personalized

• Easily maintained and updated

• Learning and guidance in the flow of work, 
converging learning and business process 
docs 

• Deployment flexibility: with managed service 
and/or self-service options

• Initially developed to support Oracle SaaS 
Applications.  Now supports PeopleSoft.

In-application guidance to accelerate your Oracle enablement
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What is Oracle Guided Learning (OGL)

The Oracle Guided Learning 
application includes a Content 
Editor and Analytics.

• Each Content Item is shown as 
Tile (e.g. One tile = One Guide in 
PeopleSoft)

• Content is linked to a PeopleSoft 
environment. One OGL 
application can manage all 
PeopleSoft environments.

• Content is Published from a 
development environment into a 
“production” environment 
(could be a Non-Prod Training 
Environment).

• Steps are captured with a 
number of options embedded
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What is Oracle Guided Learning (OGL)

The Oracle Guided Learning 
application includes a Content 
Editor and Analytics.

• Dashboards provide real time 
Analytics into the use of the OGL 
guides

• Can be narrowed based on 
specific guide(s), Date Range, or 
User

• Provides PeopleSoft 
Administrators ability to link 
support tickets to training guides 
(lacking or insufficient)
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What is Oracle Guided Learning (OGL)

Step Guides

• A Step-by-Step guide that walks 
a user through a process.  Built 
in by default

• Replicates “See It!”

• Replicates “Print It!”

• Adds “Email It” – Can be used by 
Support Personnel to send a 
guide to a user.

• URL’s can be captured and 
presented on an internal site



DEMO
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Frequently Asked Questions

Does OGL work for PeopleSoft on Prem?  Yes

Does OGL work for PeopleSoft in Classic Mode?  Yes

Does OGL support Multi-Language?  Yes

Does OGL work on Mobile Devices?  Not Currently

Does OGL work on PeopleTools 8.5x?  Works on 8.55 or higher

Does OGL work on PeopleSoft 9.1?  Yes

Does OGL work on Non-Oracle Applications?  Yes, for HTML based applications.

How does Pricing work?
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OGL - Pricing

“Net New” Licensing

• Oracle Guided Learning pricing/discount would be based on:

• Number of Applications Required (HCM and FSCM count as two)

• Number of total users per application

• Duration of term (1 yr, 2 yr, 3 yr)
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OGL – Next Steps

SpearMC’s Pathway to OGL 

Planning:

•Training/Play
•Proof of Concept
•Perform impact analysis on the modules and 

transactions with greatest benefit to end users.
•Review existing material available in-house and from 

SpearMC’s PeopleSoft Training library. 

Developing:

•Perform a Needs Assessment.
•Ideally start with steps from existing UPK content or 

other job-aids.
•Create Initial Guides/Assess

Roll-out and 
Maintenance:

•Leverage internal Change Management Expertise, Pilot 
group

•Start small and Expand
•SpearMC’s Managed Learning Services will keep your 

OGL content up-to-date with each PUM.
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At Quest, you belong.
Swap stories, ask questions, find answers, and learn from 

other Oracle users.

Quest Helps:
Individuals

• Increase their personal 
knowledge, skills, and efficiency.

• Find answers and solve problems.

• Make better, informed decisions.

• Increase their sphere of 
professional influence and 
advance their careers.

Quest Helps:
Companies

• Become more efficient in their 
use and deployment of Oracle 
products.

• Transform their organizations and 
modernize their product 
planning.

• Recognize opportunities for 
efficiency gains and cost savings.

Learn more at questoraclecommunity.org/membership
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OGL - Pricing

• Licenses that are moved to the 
cloud are shelved, not 
terminated, meaning the 
customer always has a path 
back to on-premise in future 
without repurchasing licenses.

• Customer can opt to unshelve
the licenses at any time, upon 
notice to Oracle.

• Oracle will not invoice the 
customer for support renewals 
for shelved on-premise licenses 
during the term of the Cloud 
Services Ordering Document, 
except as required when using 
'free months' promotions.

• Oracle's support repricing 
policies are waived, meaning 
the customer will see the full 
value of the support reduction 
when executing a qualified C2C 
deal.

• Oracle's support reinstatement 
policies are waived, meaning 
that should the customer return 
to the licenses in future, they 
will not pay reinstatement fees 
for the duration of the qualified 
C2C deal.

• The program is very flexible, 
and the cloud services do not 
need to be exact equivalents to 
the licenses being shelved. They 
need only be in the same 
functional pillar. This means 
that if a customer is paying 
support on licenses they no 
longer need, they can leverage 
this program to reduce their 
support when purchasing 
different cloud services in the 
same pillar.

Customer to Cloud option

Requires a 3 Year commitment to the cloud service in the same pillar




